
 New Valid 12.3” high brightness digital dash with quad core graphics processor 

and on-board diagnostics. This digital dash has the ability to display either the      

traditional instrument cluster, the newly added 360° camera system or the 

Rand McNally® GPS navigation. With this feature the driving experience is 

greatly enhanced having all the information displayed right in front of the    

driver.  

 Added tire pressure monitoring system (TPMS) with temperature monitoring. 

 Added Xite® 360° camera system. 

 Upgraded to the larger 9” Xite® XSG3 infotainment system with new enhanced 
graphics. 

 Added radio controls and Bluetooth® phone functionality to the steering 

wheel. 

 A kitchen window with slider and screen. Unlike other OEM’s solid pane 

kitchen window, you can bring fresh air into your galley while cooking. We  

also added manual day/night shades, as well as dual wood spice cabinets on 

either end of the window tied in with the wood framed backsplash.  

 Removable screen on entry door with a high grade cloth storage bag.            

Co-pilot no longer has to look at the beautiful scenery through a mesh screen 

while rolling down the highway. 

 Aqua View Showermi$er with “GREEN” technology saves fresh water. 

 Increased height of medicine cabinet doors for additional storage. 

 High-class, newly styled Flexsteel® furniture throughout with “new trick”       

hidden in the arm drink holders. The fashionable driver and passenger seats 

look and sit great, too.  
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 Added three glamorous décor artwork pictures to make the coach feel more    
complete. 

 Upmarket Eleganza Coastline Monterey floor tile, which enhances the overall      
interior feel of the coach. 

 New pressed top colors on bedroom vanity and nightstands. 

 Fresh updated durable vinyl on furniture and valances. 

 Switched to single bowl stainless steel kitchen sink ILO double bowl stainless steel 
sink. 

 Vastly improved accessibility to Spartan® chassis batteries. 

 A 12-volt outlet has been added to the dash. 

 Added stepwell storage drawer for easy access to items while standing outside of 
the coach. 

 Air intake functionality was added to kitchen power vent fan. 

Options to standard:  

 Wi-Fi extender  

 Washer/dryer 

 Central vacuum system 

 Solar prep 

 Slide-out storage tray 

 3rd 15K BTU A/C unit with heat pump (N/A on 37K) 

 


